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Do you consider it hard to lose weight? You’re not alone, most women do, and even more 
women view keeping the weight off as an even greater challenge. The facts indicate that 

your fears are not unfounded, since approximately 90% of women that lose weight, gain the 

weight back. While most women truly believe “It is hard to lose weight and even harder to 

keep the weight off”, we ask…Are your beliefs factual, or will increased knowledge, as it is 

with many challenges or self-imposed challenges, enable you to free yourself from these 
inaccurate beliefs, and achieve permanent weight loss. To be successful at anything, the #1 

ingredient is to have a burning desire, better described as “passion”. If you have the 

passion, we’ll give you the knowledge to be successful and achieve permanent weight loss. 

If your desire is not yet passionate, read our feature article “The Happy Pill”—it’ll give you 
the sparks to light your fire…  

 

One of the missions of The HEALTHY ‘N FIT® Research and Development Team is to help 

you attain knowledge by educating and informing, thus enabling you to discover how to be 



weight loss savvy, so that you are empowered to achieve permanent weight loss. While we 

truly care about and appreciate you, the HEALTHY ‘N FIT® Feel Great, Look Great™ 
enthusiast, and fully realize that you are responsible for our success, we also believe that it 

is essential to THANK YOU by educating and informing. Weight loss companies are 

counting on the aforementioned statistic “Approximately 90% of women that lose weight, 

gain the weight back” for residual business which can be a major factor of what their 
sometimes very profitable business is built on. Think about it…if these companies practice 

our philosophy of educating and informing you of how to acquire permanent weight loss on 

your own, the foundation of their business would be at stake; thus keeping you in the dark 

can be in their best interest. We’ll teach you how to FREE YOURSELF from the weight loss 

companies and yo-yo dieting, and how to achieve permanent weight loss on your own, and 
save you time, money and most importantly, allow you to improve your health, your 

appearance and self-esteem. The NEW YOU is now well within your reach… 

 

It may come as a surprise to you when we tell you that you don’t need nutritional 

supplements to achieve permanent weight loss. We will provide you with facts about 
specific supplements, and you decide if they are right for you. We will explain how they can 

enable you to lose weight more easily and effectively, and of great importance, how they can 

enable you to more effectively maintain and tone muscle while you lose weight—those who 

don’t maintain and tone muscle while losing weight, may be described as a “smaller fat 
person”—a description you can avoid with knowledge and proper planning.  

 

 
 

When losing weight there are 7 KEY FACTORS, which are essential for optimum 

results; which equates to a smaller, toned and shapely figure. These include: 
 

1. Not losing more than two pounds per week, which helps avoid precious muscle loss—

muscle (toning) helps reshape your figure. 

2. Not having less meals, but rather enjoying more meals—which can actually accelerate 
weight loss—we will explain why as you read on. 



3. Always eat breakfast and always have a light snack before bedtime. We will explain why 

this is essential as you read on. 
4. A proper diet and quality protein at each meal to maintain and support toned muscle 

and body shaping, and avoiding the “smaller fat person” appearance . Enjoying the right 

kind of carbs to accelerate weight loss, and the right type of healthy fats and cholesterol; 

while understanding that fats contain 225% more calories than the same amount of 
carbs and protein. However, those who try to cut their levels of cholesterol too low can 

literally become unhappy, as cholesterol is required to support healthy serotonin 

production, which regulates our mood. You’ll learn more as you read on… 

5. Exercising—DON’T PANIC! We’re not talking about anything major—we’ll teach you how 

you can get results with little time and little effort. If you’re reading this article and 
you’re interested in advanced training and advanced results, read our feature article The 

A-Z’s of TRAINING and NUTRITION Equating to MAXIMUM RESULTS. So as you read on 

we’ll show you how you can achieve results with little time and effort and why it is 

essential that you do some exercise and avoid the “smaller fat person” appearance. 

6. Internalize a healthy physical and emotional you—enjoy reading our feature article the 
“Happy Pill” and we’ll show you how. Don’t compare yourself to the one in hundreds of 

thousands and sometimes anorexic-appearing runway models; you will become the 

“BEST NEW YOU”, beaming with confidence and self-esteem. Whether you’re an 

ectomorph (small-boned woman), a mesomorph (medium boned woman), or an 
endomorph (a zaftig larger boned woman), you can achieve “the look” that will make 

heads turn.  

7. Maintaining the NEW YOU—it’s fun and easy once you have the knowledge.  

 

Let’s clearly define each of the 7 KEY FACTORS and you’ll be on your way to the NEW 
YOU:  

 

1. Not losing more than two pounds per week. As noted this will help ensure that you 

maintain and tone muscle while you lose weight; weight, being more clearly defined here 
as fat. You want to lose fat and maintain and tone muscle for the shapeliest figure—in 

just three months you’ll see a vastly improved appearance. Since every woman is unique 

and has different genes and different daily activity levels, charts indicating how many 

calories you require each day to maintain your current bodyweight are useful as a rough 

guide; however you can custom-tailor your needs with a little effort for the best results 
by simply doing the following: 

 

• For two weeks, keep a diary of everything you eat each day and record the protein, 

calories, carbs and fats you consume, and at the end of the day add up all of the 
totals (there is easy access to all of the aforementioned on the packaging of the foods 

you eat, and many online charts and “apps” indicating the same quite 

comprehensively). As the weeks go by you will start to know calories, proteins, etc. by 

heart. After fourteen days add up all of the calories and divide that number by 

fourteen; this will be indicative of how many calories you personally require to 
maintain your weight, keeping in mind that during these fourteen days you have 

really not gained or lost any appreciable weight. Also add up the grams of protein, 

carbs and fat you consume.  

• Deduct 1000 calories each day from the number you need to maintain your weight. 

As you read on you’ll discover how with little time and effort, exercise is a major 
factor in toning and reshaping your figure and overall appearance. On days when you 

do Power Walking (we’ll explain how to Power Walk as you read on), you’ll need to 

deduct only 700 calories since you will burn approximately 300 calories by Power 



Walking (you should Power Walk three times weekly for just thirty minutes, every 

other day is best—actually every day is optimum; however, we promised you this 
would take little time and effort, so every other day will work). You will also do some 

relatively easy toning and re-shaping exercise on two days per week, and this should 

be done on the days that you don’t Power Walk. We will define exercise as you read 

on. On days that you do your toning and shaping exercise, deduct just 700 calories 
daily. Note—every 3500 calories equals one pound of bodyweight, therefore, if you are 

consuming 1000 calories less each day or burning calories through exercise as noted 

above—you are on target to lose two pounds each week, since 1000 calories less per 

day x seven days = 7000 calories less per week, 3500 calories = one pound, hence 

7000 equates to approximately two pounds lost each week.  
 

Now for those of you who would like to eat “Normally” on Saturday and Sunday and 

have something to look forward to each week, please note the following…”Normally” 

means that you don’t deduct 1000 calories on Saturday and Sunday, however to earn 

this reward you are going to Power Walk 30 minutes on Saturday and Sunday which is 
in addition to the three times that you Power Walk Monday-Friday. “Normally” also 

means that you don’t go over the number of calories you need to maintain your weight. 

When following this “Normal” eating on Saturday and Sunday, you will be consuming 

5600 calories less per week instead of 7000. You are not deducting 1000 calories for two 
days= 2000 calories less each week not being deducted; however, since you are Power 

Walking two extra days which burns 600 calories in total, hence you are actually not 

deducting only 1400 calories—therefore your total deduction for the week= 5600 calories 

which equates to approximately 21 pounds lost in three months instead of 25 pounds—

still quite an accomplishment and you’ll also be toning and reshaping your figure. It is 
important to note that as your weight decreases, you will require less calories to 

maintain your weight, so if your original daily calorie requirements were (as an example) 

2500 daily, now 21-25 pounds lighter, you will require only approximately 2300 daily to 

maintain your weight. You should weigh yourself only once per week, in the morning 
before breakfast without any clothes on. It is important to note that daily weigh-ins are 

counterproductive since a variety of factors make up your true weight. Being a woman 

and having a menstrual cycle can also affect weight, as some women retain water 

(temporarily) at this time which can provide false readings, since a quart of water weighs 

two pounds—don’t let this natural part of being a woman discourage you—it’s only 
temporary. 

 

2. Are you ready…One of the biggest questions women ask is the following one…“I 

practically starve myself, have one or two meals a day and can’t lose weight!” 
“Why not?” Really good question; seemingly you would equate less food to losing 

weight; however, the opposite is typically true. Why? Our bodies are a magnificent 

creation, and as such, have some inherent safety features. When we eat only two or just 

one meal daily, or practically starve ourselves, our body interprets that as it is literally 

starving, and now must make the best use of the little food you’re consuming. So what 
does our body do to protect itself? It lowers your basal metabolic rate, which is the rate 

of how quickly your body burns food (calories) for energy, so even though you consume 

little food, you lose little or virtually no weight at all. The human body inherently always 

tries to adapt (homeostasis) to maintain equilibrium. The aforementioned information 

will give you a better understanding as to why it is in your best interest and more 
effective and enjoyable to eat many (up to six) smaller meals daily. Why? Now your body 

inherently knows that it is getting food often throughout the day, and inherently 

increases your basal metabolic rate. So now you’re burning food at a much quicker rate, 



hence, it is easier to lose weight. It’s all easy once you have the knowledge. It is also 

important for you to know that exercise, especially aerobic exercise such as Power 
Walking, also increases your basal metabolic rate even more so than running; so you’re 

not only burning calories, enhancing your cardiovascular health and helping to tone 

your lower body…you’re also increasing your basal metabolic rate for up to twelve hours 

after you finish Power Walking and therefore making it easier to lose weight. It is best to 
Power Walk early in the day so you can take advantage of an increased fat-burning 

metabolic rate, all day long while you eat. If night is better for you—that’ll work.  

 

Another important point is that when someone diets for a long time (many months), the 

body may still try to adapt even considering all of the aforementioned, and you can come 
to a temporary sticking point for weight loss—getting back to eating “Normally” on 

Saturday and Sunday, this can essentially confuse our body because we interrupt the 

five days of lower calories with two days of “Normal” calorie intake, and you are less 

likely to come to a sticking point. If you come to a sticking point—NO PROBLEM, it’s 

just temporary, just keep up what you’re doing. Also psychologically, it is easier to diet 
in five day intervals, than it is for three months straight—having something to look 

forward to is an innate psychological trait most of us have. In fact, satisfying this innate 

psychological trait is a major factor in what permanent weight loss is all about—as you 

read on you’ll learn all about it.  
 

3. Why should you always eat breakfast and have a light snack before bedtime?  Let’s 

start with having a light snack before bedtime…when our body does not consume 

protein every three hours or so, muscle loss can occur—muscle is what shapes our 

body. It is also important to note that only protein maintains, builds and tones muscle, 
not carbs or fats. So what can we do about the 7-8 hours or so we’re sleeping? You need 

to know what proteins are extended release proteins, which can last up to eight hours 

supporting muscle. Casein is a protein found in large amounts in milk and other dairy 

products such as cottage cheese and Greek yogurt, and can support muscle up to seven 
to eight hours. So what type of light snack can we have? How about fat free cottage 

cheese or Greek yogurt with inherently low sugar natural fruits such as strawberries, 

raspberries, peaches and others (low sugar fruits are low in carbs), or how about a glass 

of fat free or 1% milk with a slice of strawberry cheesecake, and we’ll teach you how to 

make it so it’s delicious and contains only approximately 150 calories (not the up to 
1000 calories you see in restaurants). Plus our cheesecake is high protein and delicious! 

Simply go to our homepage for recipes. A light snack before bedtime gives you something 

to look forward to and easier dieting, and will help your progress. Now you’ll understand 

why eating breakfast is vastly essential. The light bedtime snack can provide support 
until morning and then it’s important to fuel your body with a high protein breakfast to 

support that precious muscle to start your day. Protein also promotes a youthful 

appearance as there are many muscles in our face, and long-term inadequate protein 

can lead to sagging skin in your face and body. If you skip breakfast, your muscles need 

protein to function, so where will your body get protein from if you don’t consume any? 
It will take it from your existing precious muscle—something you’ve learned you really 

want to avoid to keep and tone the NEW YOU looking great, and avoiding the infamous 

“smaller fat person” appearance.  

 

4. Don’t let the information below scare you, it’s not difficult…So how do we avoid 
that “smaller fat person” look? By now you’re learning that it’s done by consuming 

quality protein at all (up to six) meals daily, and by doing relatively easy body shaping 

exercises which you’ll soon learn about. Protein is very essential, especially when 



dieting, and keep in mind that you’re only going to diet once, and we’ll teach you how to 

maintain the NEW YOU.  While dieting you should aim for one gram of protein for each 
pound that you weigh, so if you weigh 180 pounds, that’s 180 grams of protein daily 

while dieting, which equates to approximately thirty grams of protein each meal, and 

some meals can be twenty grams of protein and others may be forty, as long as you 

average one  gram of protein for each pound that you weigh—(you’re light snack at night 
is considered a meal)—and FYI, a piece of our strawberry cheesecake and a ten ounce 

glass of fat free or 1% milk contains a full 25 grams of quality protein and only 

approximately 250 calories. If five meals daily is more suitable for you, that’s 

approximately 35 grams of protein on average per meal. Some women like to refer to 

meals as snacks—that’s fine. While dieting, you are consuming a larger percentage of 
protein than you will consume once you reach your NEW YOU target weight, and you 

will be consuming less carbs while dieting than you will after you are finished dieting; 

the fat you consume will be about the same. Taking the 2500 calories example for the 

180 pound woman to maintain your weight (which is arbitrary here for example 

purposes), you would be consuming (approximately 1500 calories) daily while dieting 
and approximately: 

 

180 grams—quality protein at four calories per gram  = 720 calories  

85 grams—quality carbs at four calories per gram  = 320 calories  
50 grams healthy fats at nine calories per gram   = 450 calories  

      Total   = 1490 calories 

 

This temporary diet is designed to maintain and tone muscle and shed unhealthy body 

fat. Your NEW YOU maintenance eating will be quite different and quite enjoyable—let’s 
say that your NEW YOU now requires 2100 calories daily to maintain your weight, your 

diet should look something like this when your NEW YOU weight is 130 pounds… 

 

115 grams—quality protein at four calories per gram  = 480 calories  
(or approximately 20-25% of your daily above intake ) 

270 grams—quality carbs at four calories per gram  = 1080 calories 
(or approximately 50% of your daily calorie intake) 

60 grams—healthy fats at nine calories per gram  = 540 calories  
(or approximately 25% of your daily calorie intake)                                                     . 

       Total   = 2100 calories 

 

For every ten pounds you lose, you’ll require approximately 75 calories less each day to 
maintain your weight. When you reach your NEW YOU weight, you should check your 

weight each week, and it is up a little or down a little, simply tweak your eating slightly 

the following week—it’s fun and easy! 

 
NOTE: Try to have many of your carbs earlier in the day and before body shaping 

exercise as well for energy when you need it, this will enhance weight management. Also 

be sure to have a high protein meal with carbs within one hour after your body shaping 

exercises as your muscles require protein especially at this time for muscle 

maintenance, toning and body shaping, and carbs are required to replace muscle 
glycogen utilized when exercising.  

 

IMPORTANT: Always check with your physician before starting any diet or exercise 

program or taking any dietary supplements and be sure you are in good health, 
especially if you are taking any medications or have a medical condition.  



 

Let us now talk about healthy quality protein, healthy carbs and healthy fats. Healthy 
quality proteins can be derived from egg whites, poultry, fish and fat free dairy. Beef is 

typically not on the healthy side, although if you love beef there are certain cuts of beef 

that are lower in saturated fat and total fat, hence lower in calories as well. These cuts 

may not be as tender as the fat-laden cuts; however with a little innovation and 
creativity, you can make these lower fat cuts tastier. For example, if you must have beef 

hamburgers, use the low fat ground cuts and add some egg white and all of your favorite 

spices and even some fat free cheese (many brands of fat free cheese now have improved 

flavor and melting qualities) such as pepper jack which is delicious! You can also 

purchase the lower fat cuts of beef and make steak pizziola, which is an Italian dish that 
is simply steak cooked in seasoned tomato sauce—just look online for a recipe. Cooking 

the steak pizziola in a tomato sauce actually helps tenderize the meat (Note- be careful 

of prepackaged and canned tomato sauce regarding their sodium content; purchase a 

low sodium variety or better yet, make your own sauce and use some and freeze the rest 

for when needed). Also check out our homepage for some recipes.  
 

We are thinking of writing a feature article that would basically be delicious recipes that 

we recommend you make larger quantities of and freeze, to be thawed and reheated 

when desired for quick ‘n easy, healthy gourmet meals—let us know if this is something 
you’d like us to do. Remember to be careful about what you cook with; olive oil is a 

healthy monounsaturated fat; however, note that it contains over 100 calories per 

tablespoon—use it wisely. Other oils are good too—canola, sunflower, safflower, etc.  

 

Now we have the healthy carbs—the healthiest carbs are from veggies and inherently low 
sugar fruits. Also, smaller amounts of legumes are good such as garbanzo beans (chick 

peas), lentils, kidney beans and the like; and lastly, whole grain breads, although while 

dieting limit your whole grains to two slices of bread or equivalent other grains each day, 

because two slices of bread contain approximately 24 carbs, and again, try and have 
most of your carbs earlier in the day. Once you become the NEW YOU, you will be able 

to enjoy more whole grains. Remember, we’re only going to diet once, and we will give 

you the knowledge to maintain the NEW YOU for a lifetime. Keep in mind that if you 

want to lose fifty pounds, it’s only going to take about seven months or so, and that’s 

with eating “Normal” on Saturday and Sunday, and again, we’ll give you the knowledge 
to keep the NEW YOU for a lifetime. Okay—healthy fats—we’ve mentioned one—olive oil, 

and nuts are also healthy fats. HOWEVER, nuts are one of the most calorie dense 

foods—just two ounces contain 350 calories—so go easy on the nuts ☺. The fat content 

in fish is typically low and quite healthy—many fish are rich in omega 3’s. Fish such as 
salmon have a higher content of healthy fats. 

 

5. Okay, some of you were afraid we’d get to this, and some of you are looking 

forward to it—EXERCISE— don’t worry, it’s relatively easy—and most importantly it’ll 

make a world of difference in your health and appearance.  
 

Power Walking—can enhance your physical and mental health and allow your 

metabolism to burn calories more efficiently, making losing and maintaining weight 

easier—it’s a wonderful get fit exercise and helps tone your lower body. If you like music 

while walking—the time will fly by. The following is slightly technical but actually quite 
easy—it is a formula for effective Power Walking (“cardio” exercise). 

 



You’ll be Power Walking three days per week (every other day is best), and if you’d like to 

eat “Normal” on Saturday and Sunday, five times per week for thirty minute intervals 
each time. Let us explain…MHR= Maximum Heart Rate. Your MHR at birth is 220. Each 

year after that, 220 declines by 1, hence at age 25 your MHR is 195. When Power 

Walking, you are going to aim for just 70% of your MHR which equates to 137 BPM 

(beats per minute) at age 25. To check your BPM, simply check your pulse for ten 
seconds and times by six. You can also purchase pulse checkers that slip on your finger. 

Simply take the 195 x 70% = 137. At 50 years young, your MHR is 170 x 70% = 119. If 

you enjoy another type of non-impact cardio that’s fine, though keep in mind Power 

Walking is effective in toning your legs, hips and gluteus maximus (AKA your butt)—and 

is especially effective when done on an incline treadmill, although you can’t beat a Power 
Walk outdoors on a nice day! 

 

REMEMBER: Always check with your physician to be sure you are in good health before 

starting an exercise program or changing your diet or taking any dietary supplements, 

especially if you are taking any medications or have a medical condition. Your health 
and safety are paramount, and if any exercise does not feel right for you, don’t do it and 

find one that does. If you can’t do the number of repetitions noted, work up to them.  

 

 

EASY BUT EFFECTIVE 

MUSCLE TONING and BODY SHAPING EXERCISE 

 

You will perform your body shaping exercises twice weekly. It’s usually most effective to 

have three days in between your twice-weekly exercise sessions, which should last 

approximately forty minutes or so and will exercise your entire body. We are writing this 

as if you don’t have access to a fitness center and don’t have any home equipment, and 
also if you do have access. This exercise program is for a beginner or perhaps a new 

intermediate woman that exercises. If you don’t have access to a fitness center you’ll 



need to purchase two sets of dumbbells (a five pound and a ten pound set). We’ll start 

with training at home with the two sets of dumbbells noted. 
 

1. CHEST: 

MINI PUSH-UPS—Supports a firmer chest and enhanced cleavage. Perform this 

exercise on your knees with your hands closer than shoulder width (about 6” apart) 
and not directly under your body like a typical push-up, but rather a little bit forward 

going towards your upper chest—The further your hands are placed forward towards 

your upper chest and face, the harder the exercise becomes—once you can exceed 25 

repetitions, make the exercise harder by your hand placement or by getting off of 

your knees as a standard push-up is performed.  
 

Do 1 set of 25 repetitions followed virtually immediately by…  

 

INCLINE PUSH-UPS—Place your hands on a counter or very sturdy table (that won’t 

move) which is typically waist high, and your hands should be six inches apart—the 
further away your feet are from the counter, the harder the exercise is, so start a little 

closer and as you get stronger place your feet further back; once you can exceed 25 

repetitions move your feet further back. The goal is to make the muscle work and try 

to make each workout a little harder than the previous so your muscles don’t adapt 
per se to the work being placed upon them—they will adapt by becoming stronger 

and shapelier. We will explain more about not allowing your muscles to adapt as you 

read on. You won’t develop big muscles—but rather you’ll be body shaping. Repeat 

the two exercises for two sets each with little to no rest in between all of the sets.  

 
Rest two minutes in between all body parts… 

 

2. BACK: 

10 POUND DUMBBELL ROWS—place a dumbbell in each hand and bend over at the 
waist with your knees slightly bent and so your chest is nearly parallel to the floor. 

Move the dumbbells back and forth from the floor to the side of your chest for 25 

repetitions; each repetition should be slow. If you have any trouble with your back, if 

it’s possible, do one arm at a time with your free arm braced on a chair to support 

your back. Do two sets of 25 repetitions with 15-45 seconds rest between sets. This 
exercise will get your back in shape for open-back dresses. Remember—if you feel 

that any exercise is not for you, don’t do it and find another.  

 

3. SHOULDERS: 
5 POUND DUMBBELL LATERAL RAISES—place the dumbbells in your hands at 

thigh level with your palms facing the side of your thighs. Your arms should be 

slightly bent at the elbow and laterally raise the dumbbells up to the side of your face 

and back down to your thighs in a slow, controlled, continuous motion without 

touching your thighs. It is key to try to turn your wrist so that your thumbs fall 
towards the floor as you raise the dumbbells, as if you were pouring a drink. Do two 

sets of 25 repetitions with 15-30 seconds between sets. Toned shoulders allow your 

waist to appear smaller and your arms to appear shapelier.  

 

4. THIGHS, HIPS, GLUTEUS MAXIMUS (BUTT): 
SQUATS—until you get used to the exercise, hold on to a counter or table for balance 

(not to help you squat, only for balance) and squat down as low as possible (as if your 

butt were going to touch the floor), with your toes facing slightly outward; don’t rest 



at the bottom of the squat, come up and don’t lock your knees when you come back 

up. Use a slow rhythm going up and down. Your leg stance should be slightly wider 
than shoulder width. When you squat down envision your butt almost touching the 

floor. Do two-three sets of 25 repetitions with 30-45 seconds between sets. Squats as 

described are great for thighs, hips and butt. Some women may feel that squatting 

too low is hard on their knees—if this is the case only squat so that your thighs are 
parallel to the floor. Squats will tone your thighs, hips and gluteus maximus. 

 

5. CALVES: 

ONE-LEGGED CALVE RAISES—place the front part of your foot on a three inch block 

or sturdy three-inch-high book and hold onto something for balance. Place your other 
foot so it’s wrapped around the back of the calve you are exercising. Raise your body 

all the way up with the power of the front of your foot and then come down slowly—a 

continuous motion up and down, and you’ll be holding a ten pound dumbbell in your 

hand on the same side of the calve you are exercising—this should be a slower 

movement. Do two sets for each calve of thirty repetitions. Go from leg to leg with no 
rest; hence for the total four sets there is no rest. Shapely calves allow your knees 

and ankles to appear smaller and really allow your legs to look nice in a dress, 

especially when wearing high-heels, or in shorts 

 
6. TRICEPS: 

TRICEP EXTENSIONS—stand with the five-pound dumbbell. Grasp the dumbbell 

firmly with both hands and bring both arms behind your head with your elbows 

pointed to the ceiling, and in a slow and continuous motion, move the dumbbell up 

so that your hands move towards the ceiling and then back down to behind your 
neck as low as you can go. Perform two sets of 25 repetitions—rest 15-30 seconds 

between sets. Toned arms look nice in sleeveless dresses and blouses 

 

7. BICEPS: 
DUMBBELL CURLS (also tones arms)—hold a five-pound dumbbell in each hand at 

the side of your thighs with your palms facing to the front of you, and curl the weight 

all the way up towards your upper body and then slow coming down— a continuous 

motion. Keep your arms pinned to your side as you curl. Perform two sets of 25—rest 

15-30 seconds between sets.  
 

8. WAIST: 

LEG RAISES—Sit down at the end of your bed and lay back with your hands 

cushioning the small of your back and the top of your butt; your butt will be at the 
end of the bed and your legs hanging off the bed. Your knees should be slightly bent 

and bring your legs all the way down as far as comfortable and back up just past 

parallel to the floor. In a continuous motion, perform two sets of 25 repetitions—rest 

15-30 seconds between sets. A smaller, toned waist renders everything you wear 

better-looking 
 

NOTE—Remember the word “homeostasis” we described and how it relates to weight 

loss? Well, the same holds true for exercise results and body shaping. If you always do 

your exercises with the same weights or resistance, and the same repetitions, your body 

(muscles) will quickly adapt to the load being placed upon them and your progress will 
slow down or come to a halt. The Key to results and effective body-shaping is to not 

allow your body to adapt, by rendering each exercise session a little more progressive 

than the previous. Don’t panic, it’s really not difficult for many because your body is 



acclimating to do a little more as you continue to exercise and become more fit. This 

does not apply to Power Walking per se, just keep your MHR at around 70%. Keep a 
diary of your exercises, weights used, repetitions performed and rest between sets. You 

can make each exercise session more progressive by doing any of the following each time 

you exercise: 

• Increase the repetitions 

• Increase the difficulty of the exercise if applicable 

• Rest less between sets 

• Increase the weight used 

 

It is also a good idea for most women to stretch the body and muscles being worked 
before exercising. You can stretch by touching your toes with your knees slightly bent, 

stretch backwards a little, rotate your arms in circles to the side of your head which will 

stretch the shoulder and chest—just a brief, general stretching. If your exercise involves 

the five or ten pound dumbbells just warm up by doing a quick set with no weight 

simulating the exercise.  
 

We also recommend for your first week to do just half of the sets of your body shaping 

exercises, so your body can acclimate and you won’t be too sore. Keep in mind that 

being a little sore is a sign that you are effectively working the muscle.  
 

6. Internalize a healthy physical and emotional you…The word “Internalize” has a 

specific meaning, and to discover how to “Internalize” and enhance your life, you’ll need 

to read our feature article “The Happy Pill—Internalize Mind/Body Realization”; trust us, 

it’s a very pleasurable article which has been published, and for many it can make a big 
difference in how you think, and how you can apply your enhanced thinking to improve 

your life.  

 

7. Maintaining the NEW YOU—it’s fun and easy once you have the knowledge…Okay, so 
let’s take the example of the 180 pound woman who has lost fifty pounds of primarily fat 

in six to seven months or so. Let’s take some arbitrary numbers (your precise numbers 

will be realized by following what we explained for you to do earlier in this article). Let’s 

call our woman “Carla”—Carla calculated that at 180 pounds she required 2500 calories 

to maintain her 180 pounds weight. As we explained, 3500 calories = one pound of 
bodyweight, so if Carla has 1000 calories less each day times seven days, this equals 

7000 calories less per week, which equates to approximately two pounds lost per week. 

As we’d explained, now that Carla is 130 pounds, her body now requires less calories to 

maintain her weight at 130 pounds, and for this example we’ll say 2100 calories daily. 
So as long as Carla consumes 2100 calories daily, she’ll maintain the NEW CARLA. Let 

us give you the many ways it can be fun and easy to maintain the NEW YOU. 

 

We’ve already explained how you can eat “Normally” on the weekend and render your 

dieting just once, easier and more enjoyable, and still lose weight. Let us show you how 
to use this same principal to render maintaining the NEW YOU fun and easy… 

 

Let’s say that you love fine dining at your favorite restaurant each weekend, and you 

want to enjoy yourself with some delicious foods and a glass or two of wine; or let’s say 

there’s a wedding you’ll be going to, and you want to enjoy the cornucopia of foods 
they’ll surely have; or every Thursday night, you and the girls get together for some 

pleasurable company and to enjoy your favorite snacks and tidbits. In short, in life there 



will be many pleasurable events that take place on a regular basis such as the 

aforementioned and more, that for those who are not weight loss and weight 
maintenance savvy will eventually put the pounds back on. Remember that 

approximately 90% of women that lose weight gain it back. The key to permanent weight 

loss is to realize that many women can use “willpower” to lose weight for months and be 

successful at losing weight. The problem lies in the fact that if they need to have 
“willpower” for a lifetime, virtually everyone (approximately 90%) will not be successful 

at keeping the weight off. This is one reason why even while dieting we explained how 

you can eat “Normally” on the weekend and still be successful at weight loss. For those 

whose willpower is not one of their strong points, eating “Normally” on the weekend 

gives them something to look forward to, and eases their need for “willpower”, equating 
to success! 

 

“Having something to look forward to” is an innate characteristic that virtually all 

humans have, and denying this innate need will only set you up for failure. So what do 

we do? Let’s go back to Carla for a moment, and take the example of Carla who weighed 
180 pounds and required 2500 calories to maintain her 180 pound weight and from 

Monday-Friday she was having 1000 calories less per day, or just 700 calories less per 

day when she was exercising. Now if Carla ate “Normally” on weekends at 2500 calories 

she was still on track to lose fifty pounds in approximately seven months—quite an 
accomplishment!  Remember that wedding we told you about? Well for Carla, it’s coming 

up in a week. Now most of us have had the pleasure of attending weddings, and we 

know there is a cocktail hour with cocktails and many appetizers. However, that’s just 

the beginning…now we have the seven-course dinner, and then we have the dessert 

hour. Needless to say, that’s a lot of calories! To interject a vital point for a moment, it’s 
essential to know that it’s easier for us to be motivated to do something “before” rather 

than after, because “before”, you have the joy of being able to look forward to the event 

and innately our motivation to do and/or  “willpower” to do is much easier. Okay, so 

what does Carla do to really enjoy herself at the wedding and stay on track for success, 
and quite importantly as well—to have NO GUILT about enjoying herself at the wedding, 

and be one of the 10% who achieve permanent weight loss. As noted Carla now averages 

2100 daily for her 130 pounds permanent weight loss. Keep in mind that Carla has 

selected to have five meals daily. On the day of the wedding, Carla, who is now weight 

loss and weight management savvy, and has attained the knowledge from The HEALTHY 
‘N FIT® Research and Development Team to achieve permanent weight loss, does the 

following to have a blast at the wedding and easily stay on track for success and 

permanent weight loss: 

 
Remember, it’s easier to be motivated and essentially need no willpower to do the 

following and look forward to the wedding… 

 

Breakfast Meal 1: Carla has a delicious Egg White or Whey Protein Shake and a fresh 

fruit for breakfast. Here is just one example of how the right supplements allow dieting 
and weight management to be easier, more efficient and effective. Carla will be getting 

approximately 25 grams of protein in just one serving for her Egg White Protein shake 

and just 100 calories > it’s nearly impossible to get that much protein and so few 

calories from typical foods. If Carla selects a Whey Protein Shake, just a ½ serving 

allows Carla to have nearly 25 grams of protein and approximately just 100 calories. 
Let’s say the fresh fruit is a peach or strawberries—that’s 150 calories for breakfast. Now 

even if Carla typically doesn’t have a Protein Shake for breakfast—today it’s perfect 

because tonight Carla has the wedding to look forward to! 



 

Lunch Meal 2: Carla has another meal of seasoned baked fish or chicken, veggies and 
as much salad (lettuce) with vinaigrette dressing as she desires. Carla made a tray of 

seasoned baked chicken during the week, which will last for many, many meals, making 

it quick ‘n easy. This meal is approximately 175 calories and 25 grams of protein. 

NOTE—If you ever fear that a certain meal will be one you can’t stop eating and it’s a 
high calorie meal—have a huge salad with vinaigrette dressing and a large glass or two 

of water to start the meal—that will decrease your appetite and you’ll truly enjoy just 

one serving of your favorite high calorie meal.  

 

“The Wedding” Meals 3 & 4: Since the wedding will essentially have food being served 
for four hours or so—the wedding will consist of two meals. We’ll get back to the 

wedding in a moment… 

 

Bedtime Snack Meal 5: Carla has really enjoyed herself at the wedding and quite 

honestly doesn’t really want a bedtime snack; however we don’t want Carla to burn any 
precious muscle while sleeping, so a Casein extended release Protein Shake delivers 34 

grams of protein in just 150 calories. If Carla is full and doesn’t want a protein shake—

NIGHTTIME ANABOLIC AMINO 10,000™ will be perfect at only about 50 calories.  

 
Okay, let’s do some simple math:  

 

 Calories Protein g Carb g Fat g 

Breakfast Meal 1 150 25g 10g 0g 

Lunch Meal 2 175 25g 10g 3g 

Bedtime Snack 150 34g 2g 0g 

Meal 5 50*    

TOTAL 475 84g 22g 3g 
*Only (50) calories is for NIGHTTIME ANABOLIC AMINO 10,000™ 

 

As you can see, Carla can have approximately 1675 calories for the wedding and stay on 

track. But wait! Believe it or not that’s not enough, because at the cocktail hour, seven 

course dinner and dessert hour Carla really enjoys herself and we know that the 
wedding caterer does not cook for the diet conscious—stay tuned and we’ll tell you what 

Carla does to stay on track plus REALLY ENJOY THE WEDDING! 

 

We’re showing you how to really enjoy the wedding and stay on track, and that will give 

you the knowledge to enjoy the much easier fine dining night out on the weekend, and 
render The Thursday night girls get-together or any other event, a breeze! We don’t 

recommend liquor or hot dogs in a blanket and some other foods below; however, how 

often does a beautiful wedding come along—you’ll be fine.  

 

The Wedding 
A four-hour span consisting of two meals 

(Calculations are approximate) 

 

Foods Calories Protein g Carb g Fat g 

Cocktail Hour: 

2-4 oz. glasses of dry wine or 2 mixed 
drinks (liquor w/ diet soda mixer), we 

200 0g 8g 0g 



recommend the wine 

Appetizers: 
4 hot dogs in a blanket 

4 other delectable croissant wrapped 

appetizers Celery/Carrots  

 
200 

300 

50 

 
8g 

6g 

0g 

 
12g 

24g 

10g 

 
8g 

18g 

0g 

Salad:  
Lettuce and veggies are typical—all of the 

calories and fat are in the dressing—if 

you prefer—ask for vinaigrette on the 

side—you’ll save 200 calories and 20 g fat 

or just enjoy yourself 

200 0g 3g 20g 

Soup: 

Typically in a broth.  

If it is cream based 

or has pasta 

 

100 

250 

250 

 

4g 

6g 

6g 

 

6g 

12g 

40g 

 

6g 

20g 

6g 

Main Course: 
*Don’t be shy and explain how you prefer 

it cooked.  Such as fish grilled with no 

butter/oil & 

with seasoning. We’ll figure you want it 
as served. 

 

Select One: 

Stuffed Sole w/ Crab 

Prime Rob—Typical Cut   
Cornish Hen 

 

Select One: 

Veggies (Steamed) 
Veggies (in Butter or Sautéed) 

Potato/Sour Cream 

 
 

 

 

 
 

375 

500 

265 

 
 

50 

200 

200 

 
 

 

 

 
 

30g 

40g 

48g 

 
 

0g 

0g 

2g 

 
 

 

 

 
 

10g 

0g 

0g 

 
 

9g 

9g 

24g 

 
 

 

 

 
 

18g 

40g 

8g 

 
 

0g 

18g 

9g 

Dessert: 

Apple Crumb Cake 

Plus 3 Cookies 

 

375 

200 

 

3g 

2g 

 

45g 

21g 

 

20g 

12g 

Coffee: 

*We recommend Tea 

No Sugar 

With Sugar (1 tsp.) 
One Packet 

Sugarless Sweetener 

 

 

0 

25 
50 

0 

 

 

0g 

0g 
0g 

0g 

 

 

0g 

6g 
12g 

0g 

 

 

0g 

0g 
0g 

0g 

AVEARAGE TOTALS 2225 75g 
15% 

Protein 

221g 
35% 

Carbs 

115g 
45% Fat 

 

As you can see, Carla enjoyed a feast. The calories, protein, carbs, and fat are an 

estimate since all caterers prepare their foods differently. The totals listed are an average 
since the soups, main courses and veggies will differ based on your selections. Weddings 

can be a feast but only come along perhaps once a year. Carla counted this four-hour 

span of eating as two meals. As you can see, overall the protein while adequate is only 

less than 15% of Carla’s calorie intake at the wedding, and the carbs wh ile plentiful are 



35% plus, and the fat is over 45%. Carla’s normal eating as previously outlined is 20-

25% protein, approximately 50% carbs and 25% healthier fats. However, overall how did 
Carla do for the day… 

 

 Calories Protein g Carb g Fat g 

Meal #1 150 25g 10g 0g 

Meals #2 175 25g 10g 3g 

The Wedding 

(Meals # 3 & 4) 

 

2225 

 

75g 

 

211g 

 

115g 

Meals #5 150 34g 2g 0g 

TOTALS FOR THE 

DAY 

2700 159g 233g 118g 

 

CONCLUSION: Carla now requires 2100 calories for permanent weight loss, plus she 
can have 300 more calories on this day for Power Walking = 2400 calories. All Carla has 

to do during the week before the wedding is Power Walk an extra thirty minutes which 

will burn an extra 300 calories = 2700 calories, therefore Carla won’t gain weight from 

this massive feast. If she can handle this, her weekend fine dining and Thursday girls 

get-together are a cinch, or any dining situation is easy once you have the knowledge 
and make simple plans so you can enjoy yourself, and in essence not need “willpower” 

for permanent weight loss—KEY WORDS—ENJOYING & ESSENTIALLY NO WILLPOWER 

NEEDED everyday. As you can see, wedding dining is high fat, however, as noted how 

often do you go to a beautiful wedding! Always have foods and meals to look forward to 
each day. As noted, if you love cheesecake—make our Italian Strawberry Cheesecake, it 

makes twelve servings—you can enjoy it every day for twelve days with just a little effort. 

You can do this with all of your favorite foods. If you’re going on vacation and don’t’ want 

to worry about what you eat, just diet a week or two before, and you’ll lose a few pounds 

and any weight gain on vacation will simply bring you back to your NEW YOU weight—if 
you can squeeze in a little exercise that would be WOW! While you’re doing a little  

exercise just think about what you’ll be eating. It is very important to note that innately 

our mind works on a “reward system”, so preparing for all of life’s occasions before they 

take place, goes hand-in-hand with permanent weight loss.  
 

Let’s say you must snack at night with the larger size bag of FRITOS®, which honestly for 

many is quite delicious—it contains: 320 calories, 20g fat, although primarily healthy fats, 

0 cholesterol, 32g carbs, 320g sodium and 3g protein. Now you’d be better off having your 

FRITOS® before exercising or earlier in the day, however, keep in mind that the idea is for 
you to have a food lifestyle that you look forward to and not one that needs “willpower” in 

order for you to maintain the NEW YOU. If you’re a five meal a day gal, just have a protein 

shake and a fruit for one of your meals and look forward to enjoying your FRITOS®, guilt 

free. Oh and by the way, we don’t own stock in FRITO-LAY™, the maker of FRITOS®. 
 

Okay—let us say you love lasagna—what do you do now? Lasagna is delicious and a good 

size servings boasts nearly a whopping 750 calories and lots of fat and carbs. Solution: #1 

AGAIN, DON’T DEPRIVE YOURSELF, FIRST AND FOREMOST YOUR FOOD LIFESTYLE 

MUST BE ONE YOU LOOK FORWARD TO AND ENJOY. Let’s make a tray of EIGHT BIG 
SERVINGS of Eggplant Parmigiana instead of the lasagna—it’s also really delicious and if 

it’s the case that you don’t like eggplant, we can make squash or zucchini lasagna. Let’s 

start with: 

 



 

 

 

 

Eggplant Parmigiana Italiana 

 

INGREDIENTS: 
4 Medium Eggplants 
Egg Whites seasoned with your favorite herbs 

¾ C. Seasoned Breadcrumbs 
Tomato Sauce 

Parmesan Cheese 
Fat-free Mozzarella Cheese 
 

INSTRUCTIONS: 
Wash and peel your four medium size eggplants (some like the skin left on which is fine—we prefer the skin 
removed) 
 

Cut the eggplants into very thin slices; dip into egg whites, which are seasoned with your favorite herbs and 

spice (garlic, parsley, oregano, crushed red pepper, etc.) 
 

In a separate bowl you’ll have ¾ cup of seasoned breadcrumbs which = approximately 60g carbs, and since this 

recipe is for eight servings, each serving as you’ll soon see will be low in carbs and calories and delicious! 
Sprinkle the breadcrumbs on both sides of the egg white battered eggplant and portion the breadcrumbs so they 
will be enough to lightly coat all of the eggplant you will be baking 
 

Spray your large flat baking sheet sparingly with olive oil spray and lay out your eggplant 
 

Bake at 350° until they are lightly brown 
 

Then in your typically rectangular 3” deep and approximately 9” by 12” baking trays—coat with a generous 

layer of tomato sauce—remember what we’d explained about tomato sauce—some of the brands are loaded 
with sodium and extra calories, be careful in your selection or make your own in a large quantity and freeze it 

and use it when needed—be bold, be innovative and creative—ENJOY! (NOTE: A 10x15 tray should make 
approximately twelve servings) 
 

After you place your first row of baked eggplant onto the tomato sauce, you’ll then place more tomato sauce on 
top of the baked eggplant and then sprinkle a little parmesan cheese on top 
 

Cut thin slices of fat-free mozzarella cheese for the top of all the baked eggplant. (Now years ago fat-free 
cheeses were flavorless and had a poor melting quality, basically melting like a piece of plastic. Today the fat-

free mozzarella is more flavorful and melts almost as well as the full- fat variety.) 
 

Then after you place a layer of mozzarella cheese, add tomato sauce and continue the same process, making 

layers.  
 

Once you completed your tray, place it into the oven and bake @325° for approximately 20 minutes, and until 

the cheese has melted thoroughly. It may be helpful to cover the tray with aluminum foil for the first fifteen 
minutes to prevent burning, and then uncover to finish melting.  
 

ABSOLUTELY DELICIOUS—ENJOY! 



Approximate typical nutrition information—8 big servings 

 
 Calories Protein g Carb g Fat g 

4 Medium Eggplant 500 5g 32g 1g 

8 Egg Whites 150 32g 0g 0g 

Spices 0 0g 0g 0g 

¾ C. Seasoned Breadcrumbs 345 12g 60g 5g 

3 oz. Parmesan Cheese 355 24g 12g 24g 

Olive Oil Spray (a few sprays) 150 0g 0g 15g 

24 oz. Tomato Sauce 250 4g 24g 12g 

1.5 lb. Fat-free Mozzarella 850 215g 24g 0g 

TOTAL FOR 8 SERVINGS 2600 292g 152g 57g 

TOTAL PER SERVING 325 36g 19g 7g 

  
**Nearly 500 less calories per serving than lasagna, high protein and low carb and fat, and 

DELICIOUS!! Always tweak any recipe to your specific taste. 

 

If you also want to make a delicious vegetable and cheese lasagna—use squash or zucchini 

instead of lasagna pasta as we’d noted, and use fat-free mozzarella and fat-free ricotta—the 
NUTRITIONAL CONTENT will be similar to the Eggplant Parmigiana Italiana. Be sure to 

take out the seeds of the squash or purchase seedless squash, and since squash has a high 

water content, just before it’s finished drain out the water and bake slightly longer.  

 
NOTE—Eggplant Parmigiana Italiana is a labor-intense dish to make, so while you’re at it 

you may want to make two trays and freeze one. We started with something a little harder 

to prepare and everything from here will be a virtual snap! 

 

YOU GET THE IDEA—BE BOLD, CREATIVE AND INNOVATIVE AND EAT EVERYTHING 
YOU LOVE! 

 

HOW CAN THE RIGHT NUTRITIONAL SUPPLEMENTS MAKE DIETING and PERMANENT 

WEIGHT LOSS EASIER, MORE EFFECTIVE AND MORE ENJOYABLE 
 

First, a little about HEALTHY ‘N FIT® 

 

SPANNING FIVE DECADES. . . HEALTHY ‘N FIT® is the proven leader in truly effective 

weight loss and advanced nutritional technologies. Some of the largest companies in the 
supplement industry, doctors, chemists, and ministries of health have consulted with and 

utilized HEALTHY ‘N FIT’s services. At HEALTHY ‘N FIT® you won’t find any marketing 

hype, psuedo or quasi-science, not the facade of paid celebrity endorsements found in other 

brands. What you will find is the HEALTHY ‘N FIT® Research and Development Team 
collectively bringing nearly 100 years of knowledge and expertise in Nutritional Sciences, 

Pharmacokinetics, Physiology, and Exercise Physiology, developing groundbreaking 

innovations and truly effective advanced nutritional technologies, equating to producing 

product formulations GUARANTEED MORE EFFECTIVE THAN ANY OTHER BRAND that 

produce GUARANTEED MAXIMUM RESULTS or your money back. Our customer 
satisfaction rate is over 99%.  HEALTHY ‘N FIT® has developed and implemented more 

effective advanced nutritional technologies than any other brand in over a dozen product 

categories. As you examine our history of achievements and success, and witness the 



GUARANTEED MAXIMUM RESULTS of our product formulations, you will discover how 

HEALTHY ‘N FIT® has changed the course of the weight loss and nutritional supplements 
industry. We THANK YOU for our success. 

 

HEALTHY ‘N FIT® 

Guaranteed Most Effective 
Product Formulations 

 

 
 

To Make Dieting and Permanent Weight Loss 

EASIER, MORE EFFECTIVE and MORE ENJOYABLE 

 
*HEALTHY ‘N FIT® 100% EGG PROTEIN—The highest quality protein 100% Pure Egg White 

Protein—FREE OF cholesterol and fat—NO artificial flavors, colors or sweeteners and gluten 

free. 24g Protein and only 100 calories. DELICIOUS FLAVORS  

 
*100% WHEY PRO-AMINO™v2.0—A very high quality protein. NO artificial flavors, colors or 

sweeteners and gluten free PLUS many nutrients to help you with your exercise program—

high protein, low calories. DELICIOUS FLAVORS  

 

*REAL MEALS™—A high-tech Meal Replacement drink packed with protein, vitamins, 
minerals and nutrients to help your exercise program. NO artificial flavors, colors or 

sweeteners and gluten free. DELICIOUS FLAVORS  
 

*THERMOGIZE™—Advanced Maximum Nutritional Support Technology for Enhanced Fat 

Burning, Natural Energy and Health Benefits.  

 

*NUTRI PACK™, SUPER NUTRI™, KID NATURAL™—Did you know that protein and other 

supplements require a solid foundation of Vitamins, Minerals and Nutrients to provide 
maximum benefits. The heavily advertised brands you see on TV and in drug stores and 

supermarkets don’t come close to the comprehensive formulations of NUTRI PACK™(High 

Potency) and SUPER NUTRI™(Mega Potency) which are Complete Nutritional Systems™ of 

26 Vitamins, Minerals, Anti-Oxidants and Nutrients providing Advanced Maximum 

http://www.behealthynfit.com/ProductDetails.asp?ProductCode=EGGPROTVAN2LB
http://www.behealthynfit.com/ProductDetails.asp?ProductCode=WHEYPROVAN2LBS
http://www.behealthynfit.com/ProductDetails.asp?ProductCode=RMVAN2LB
http://www.behealthynfit.com/ProductDetails.asp?ProductCode=THERMO150
http://www.behealthynfit.com/ProductDetails.asp?ProductCode=NUTRIPACK30
http://www.behealthynfit.com/ProductDetails.asp?ProductCode=SUPNUTRIPACK30
http://www.behealthynfit.com/ProductDetails.asp?ProductCode=KIDNAT90


Nutritional Support Technology for optimum health, exercise, and to allow your proteins 

and supplements to perform for you… KID NATURAL™ is a Complete Nutritional System™ of 
Vitamins, Minerals, Anti-Oxidants, Whole Foods Concentrates, Co-Factors and Enzymes to 

meet the important nutritional needs of children’s growing bodies and minds. KID 

NATURAL™ is the most complete and nutritionally balanced formula available and is so 

much more than just a natural children’s vitamin and mineral formula. Absolutely NO 
“junk” ingredients like many of the incomplete “drug store and supermarket” children’s 

vitamins, many of which are also laden with sucrose (white sugar), KID NATURAL™ is an 

absolutely delicious natural fruit flavor and FREE of artificial flavors, colors, sweeteners 

and NO sucrose.  
 

*NIGHTTIME ANABOLIC AMINO 10,000™—This very special formulation is the nighttime 

version of our near 200 million best seller ANABOLIC AMINO 10,000™. NIGHTTIME 

ANABOLIC AMINO 10,000™ is specially formulated with an Extended Release feature. As 
you’ve discovered, when we sleep or go too long between meals, we  are not ingesting protein 

or amino acids and precious muscle loss can occur. NIGHTTIME ANABOLIC AMINO 

10,000™ Helps Protect and Promote muscle with a steady and slow Extended Release of 

Amino Acids over time while you sleep or go too long between meals. Proteins are converted 

to Amino Acids by our body and then utilized for muscle maintenance, repair and 
supporting muscle toning and body-shaping. Amino acids can support muscle more 

efficiently. NIGHTTIME ANABOLIC AMINO 10,000™ is perfect when you don’t feel like eating 

before bedtime or making a Casein protein shake, and also during the day when you can’t 

sit down for a meal or protein shake.  (TIP: With NIGHTTIME ANABOLIC AMINO 10,000™ 
you can actually enjoy a glass of low-fat or fat-free milk which are 80% casein protein and 

20% whey protein and contain 8 grams of protein) 

 

*GH ENHANCERS™—Top movie and TV stars who can afford the best, are big advocates of 

GH support to enhance muscle toning and body-shaping, and as their “fountain of youth”.   

 

 

You’ve just attained the priceless knowledge to diet once and FREE YOURSELF from yo-yo 

dieting and the weight loss companies and maintain PERMANENT WEIGHT LOSS for a 

lifetime—while essentially needing no willpower to do so, and most importantly, looking 
forward to and enjoying foods. KUDOS TO YOU AND GOD BLESS YOU. 

 
A proper diet and exercise program are essential for reaching your goals. 
*These statements have not been evaluated by the Food and Drug Administration. 
This product is not intended to diagnose, treat, cure, or prevent any disease. 
All HEALTHY ‘N FIT® product formulations are guaranteed to provide Advanced Maximum Nutritional Support 
Technologies 
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http://www.behealthynfit.com/ProductDetails.asp?ProductCode=NTANAMINO+10K90
http://www.behealthynfit.com/ProductDetails.asp?ProductCode=GH90

